PRESS KIT 2017

Portuguese hardcore outfit REALITY SLAP has signed with WAR Records, founded by Andrew Kline of Strife, for the release of their impending Limitless EP.

Coming straight out of the streets of Lisbon, Portugal, REALITY SLAP is ready to show world that great hardcore music exists beyond the confines of the United States. Reality Slap combine the best of old school aggressive sounds with modern groove based hardcore vibe. Their songs are full of fast riffs, heavy grooves, and they always pack a punch.

The members of REALITY SLAP are no strangers to the punk and hardcore scene. Collectively, they have been touring across Europe in their previous bands before forming and hitting the touring circuit as REALITY SLAP in 2009. After the release of their demo and first EP in 2009, they recorded and released their first full-length album Neck & Ropes in 2012, the album featuring appearances from Justice Tripp (Trapped Under Ice, Angel Du$t) and Winston McCall (Parkway Drive).
In 2016 **REALITY SLAP** signed to WAR Records, owned by Andrew Kline of Los Angeles hardcore band, Strife. The band refined their sound and recorded their strongest material to date, **Limitless**, at Eyeball Studios in Portugal. Limitless bridges the gap between the old and the new, merging the enduring influence of DMIZE, Outburst, Breakdown, Cro-Mags, and Bad Brains mixed with modern bands like Turnstile, Backtrack, Down to Nothing, and Terror. Limitless is set to be released in the Fall of 2016 on WAR Records... Prepare to get slapped by reality! An official release date, further audio previews, tour dates and more will be posted in the coming days.
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YOUTUBE:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=p6Y7valPIKM
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sVXbX8sGovI
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=re5E2y11uok
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pyJKSdrD6Q8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rdqyTI5z5i4

SPOTIFY:
https://open.spotify.com/artist/7BLHubLhPK1TX2NDEdQmodk

LINKS:
http://www.facebook.com/realityslap
http://www.bandcamp.com/realityslaphc

RECORD LABEL
http://www.war-rec.com
http://www.facebook.com/WARRECORDS.HC
http://www.instagram.com/WARRECORDS
http://www.twitter.com/WARRECORDS1